
Salt Lake City-UT Private Party

About Salt Lake City

Sitting on the western edge of the Rocky Mountains, Salt Lake City is the capital and
most populated city in Utah. Founded in 1847 by Brigham Young, the city serves as the
headquarters for the Mormons and the Church of the latter-Day Saints and offers
visitors some diverse history and beautiful scenery. The open parks and colorful
gardens allow guests the opportunity to enjoy a summer’s day strolling the paths while
experiencing the 18th-century architecture and natural scenery. Having the mountains
to the east allows visitors easy and quick access to a variety of outdoor activities such
as hiking, mountain biking, and camping, giving everyone an array of entertainment
options and family fun.

Salt Lake City is a popular destination to throw private parties, weddings, birthdays, and
events for any occasion with its natural beauty and historical venue selection. The
unique architecture found throughout the city allows for a one-of-a-kind venue selection
that is unique to the city and capable of hosting everything from large parties to small
elegant weddings and birthdays. Locations such as the Salt Lake Utah Temple, and Red
Butte gardens offer stunning scenery and iconic architecture that honors the city's past.
Entertainment value, natural scenery, and historical venues help make Salt Lake City
the most iconic and popular destination for anyone looking to plan or host a party or
event.

Private Party Options in Salt Lake City

Much like a puzzle, planning a successful event requires all the right pieces to fall into
all the right spots. Local companies that specialize in making sure every event or party
has the proper equipment, food, and entertainment are ready to help deliver everything
needed to ensure a successful event.

● Caterer
A party without food isn’t going to be one that people enjoy or remember, to help
avoid this issue local caterers can help bring enough food of delicious variety that
ensures guests are full and happy.

● Decorator



From themes to elegance and custom designs, decorators are capable of
transforming any event space into something unique and memorable that guests
will enjoy and remember.

● Equipment Rentals
Covering the essentials from chairs and tables to audio equipment and stages,
equipment rental companies can provide standard and specialized items to make
sure the party has what it needs.

● Live Entertainment
Whether it’s dancing the night away to a live band, or crying from laughter at a
stand-up comedian, live entertainment can make any event memorable and
unique that will have guests talking about it for years to come.

Event Planning Companies in Salt Lake City

● In The Event
A go-to full-service event planning and design company, the employees at In The
Event are always looking for ways to make events unique and innovative.
Covering every step of the planning process and offering multiple services, In
The Event covers venue location, food, decor, design, and more. A local Utah
favorite, their professionalism, and memorable events have led them to be one of
the top-rated event planning companies in the state.

● Premier Event Services
With a collaboration of venue staff and professional event planners, Premier
Event Services is a unique and one-stop shop for anyone looking to plan any
party or event. Full-service planning from start to finish, as well as having their
very own venue capable of hosting any occasion, they offer everything from
floral, food, equipment, design, planning, and day-of management. Known for its
one-of-a-kind services, Premier Event Services is a popular and well-known
event planning company throughout the Salt Lake City area.

● Scenemakers
Partnering with Luxury Events to make dreams come true, Scenemakers
specializes in design, and custom arrangements for any occasion. With services
including, design, custom lighting, and decoration, they strive to build personal
connections with clients to ensure every detail is perfect. The combined effort
and teamwork between Scenemakers and other event planners give them a



unique edge that helps make their events memorable and special that is
customized just for the client.

Pros and Cons of Having a Private Party in Salt Lake
City

Pros

● The Great Outdoors
Offering more than enough hiking, biking, camping, and more, the beautiful
demographics of the city give people plenty of outdoor adventure.

● Public Transportation is Simple
Between the light rails, buses, and other transit networks, getting around the city
is simple and stress-free while using public transportation.

● Diversity
A unique and diverse culture of people, food, and architecture can be found
throughout the city allowing everyone to experience something new.

Cons

● Heavy Winter Snowfall
Winter snowfalls can be overbearing and heavy, causing business closures as
well as commuting issues.

● Hard to Navigate
Roads and streets are numbered and laid out differently than in any other city,
making it easy to get lost, turned around, and confused while traveling.

● Heavy Downtown Traffic
Driving through downtown can be stressful, time-consuming, and hectic, with
constant traffic issues and roadwork interrupting daily commuters.

Famous Private Party Locations in Salt Lake City

Whether people are visiting family and friends for a reunion, or in town for a corporate
retreat or private party, Salt Lake City offers a variety of activities and attractions that



are appealing to people of all ages. From the scenic mountain sports and outdoor
recreation to museums and historical tours, the city has something to keep everyone
busy and entertained, ensuring that their visit to Salt Lake City is memorable and
unique.

● Salt Lake Utah Temple
Completed in 1893, the Salt Lake Utah Temple is the largest temple by floor area
of the Latter-Day Saints. Requiring 40 years to construct the temple has since
been a staple for the city of Salt Lake, with many of its roadways and surrounding
city infrastructure designed and planned around the enormous monument.
Closed in 2019 for a general remodel, the temple is currently unavailable to tour
however the temple grounds are available to explore.

● Red Butte Garden
A beautiful and colorful botanical garden, arboretum, and amphitheater, Red
Butte Garden is open year-round to the public. Consisting of over 100 acres of
gardens and natural beauty, visitors can hike on a variety of different trails that
navigate the vegetation and rolling hills. An easy-going and great way to spend
the day with family and friends, the garden is entertainment that all ages can
enjoy.

● Millcreek Canyon
Scenic and beautiful outdoor activities such as hiking, biking, and camping, the
Millcreek Canyon is open year-round and known for its iconic views and long
trails. Sitting to the east of Salt Lake, Millcreek is a part of Millcreek City, a small
mountain town founded in 1847 and known for its historic lumber mills and
rugged lifestyle. Outdoor enthusiasts can find more than enough adventure and
amazing scenery from one of the many trails that snake along the canyon’s edge,
offering breathtaking views and a day’s worth of adventure.
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